Billing Criteria & Rates, 2015/16
In order to reach as many schools and classrooms in Vermont as
possible with energy literacy programming and support, VEEP asks
for contributions to our work according to the fee schedule below,
effective August 15, 2015, for school year 2015/16.

Free Workshops

VEEP is able to bring one fully funded in-class workshop to any class in
Vermont, thanks to the generous support of Efficiency Vermont, VLITE
Foundation, Burlington Electric Department and others.
NEW fully funded in-class workshops for 2015/16:
•R
 enewables and Careers workshops in Career and Technical Education Centers
and high schools (thanks to the McClure Foundation)
•C
 limate Change Modeling workshops in middle school classrooms
(thanks to the U.S. EPA* and the Acorn Fund)

Workshop fees (including materials and mileage unless otherwise stated)
For additional in-class workshops, we ask schools to contribute as listed below. Grants and scholarships
are available if a school is unable to pay. Historically, some schools have accessed PTA, professional
development, or local business funding. VEEP can also work with a school on grants/fundraising for larger
projects. Rates for Vermont schools are subsidized through support from VEEP’s donors.
Cost in
Vermont

Cost outside of Vermont
(PLUS mileage)

Workshops for K–3 grade (45–60 minutes)

$150

$180

Workshops for 4th grade and up (90-minute workshops)

$175

$225

Half day (2 back-to-back workshops)

$250

$340

Full day (2 or more workshops)

$325

$450

Kit restocking fees
Kits of materials are available for use in schools. We ask schools to pay for restocking and upkeep of the kits
at the following subsidized rates. This fee can be waived if it represents a hardship for the school. VEEP
charges for lost and damaged items in kits.
Restocking fee
in Vermont

Restocking fee outside of
Vermont (PLUS
transportation costs)

Solar and Wind FUNdamentals kit for up to 2 classes

$40

$75

Solar and Wind FUNdamentals kit for 3–10 classes

$80

$150

PVs Clean and Green kit

$40

$75

Windworks kit

$40

$75

Solar Challenge kit

$50

$90

* Although this program has been funded in part by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, it may not necessarily reflect the views of the Agency and no official endorsement should be inferred.

